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Abstract: Low-power and lossy networks (LLNs) comprised of
thousands of embedded networking devices can be used in a variety
of applications, such as smart grid automated metering infrastruc-
tures (AMIs) and wireless sensor networks. Connecting these LLNs
to the Internet has even greater potential, leading to the emerging
concept of the Internet of Things (IoT). With the goal of integrat-
ing LLNs into IoT, the IETF has recently standardized RPL and
6LoWPAN to allow the use of IPv6 on LLNs. Although there al-
ready exist several studies on the the performance of RPL andem-
bedded IPv6 stack in LLN, performance measurement and charac-
terization of TCP over RPL in multihop LLNs is yet to be studied.
In this article, we present a comprehensive experimental study on
the performance of TCP over RPL in an embedded IPv6-based
LLN running over a 30-node multihop IEEE 802.15.4 testbed net-
work. Our results and findings are aimed at investigating howem-
bedded TCP interoperates with common Linux TCP and under-
lying RPL (and vice versa), which furthers our understanding of
the performance trade-offs when choosing TCP over RPL in IPv6-
based LLNs.

Index Terms: 6LoWPAN, automated metering infrastructure
(AMI) network, IEEE 802.15.4, Internet of Things (IoT), IPv 6, low-
power lossy network (LLN), RPL, TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOW-POWER and lossy networks (LLNs) comprised of
thousands of embedded networking devices can be used in

a variety of applications including smart grid automated me-
tering infrastructures (AMIs) [1]–[4], smart city management,
home and building automation, wireless sensor networks, and
the newly proposed concept of Industry-4.0. Recently, LLNs
have started to employ open and standardized IP/IPv6-basedar-
chitecture to integrate as part of the Internet. This approach en-
ables LLN to be more interoperable, flexible and versatile, lead-
ing to the emerging concept of the Internet of Things (IoT).

Combining LLNs with the standard Internet protocol is es-
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sential for various useful applications. Taking smart gridas an
example, its network requirements include unprecedented scale,
multivendor interoperability, and use of low-cost communica-
tion devices [3]–[6]. Furthermore, since information networking
technology is fast changing, seamless integration with a more
slowly evolving smart grid requires a layered architectureto fa-
cilitate upgrade of link and physical layer technologies. This is
one of the reasons why the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) approved IP as a smart grid standard [7].
We believe that this trend is promising and will continue forthe
foreseeable future. That is, industrial LLN solutions willadopt
well-tested standard Internet protocols for scalability,compati-
bility, security, and development cost reasons [6], [8].

Integration of embedded devices into the Internet introduces
several new challenges since existing Internet technologies and
protocols have not been designed for this class of devices. In
fact, LLNs typically have different traffic patterns, low through-
put, high packet loss, and frequent topology changes, among
other characteristics that pose integration challenges. To support
expanding smart grids and other LLN applications, the IETF
has recently standardized protocols such as RPL [9] and 6LoW-
PAN [10]. They extend Internet technologies to constrainedde-
vices, aiming to move LLNs closer to IoT where end-to-end IP-
based network connectivity is possible.

RPL is an IPv6 routing protocol for LLNs, designed for re-
source constrained embedded devices to meet the requirements
of a wide range of LLN applications [9]. RPL constructs a tree-
like routing topology rooted at an LLN border router (LBR),
and supports bi-directional IPv6 communication. 6LoWPAN is
an adaptation layer that defines encapsulation, header compres-
sion, fragmentation, and other mechanisms. It allows IPv6 to
operate efficiently over IEEE 802.15.4, the representativelink
layer standard for LLNs [10], [11].

IoT based smart grid AMI system is the main example sce-
nario that our work is targeting [3]. Several prior studies have
investigated the feasibility and applicability of LLN and RPL for
smart grid [2], [12]. Cisco’s field area network (FAN) is a good
example of a commercial solution for AMI system developed
over LLN by the industry [1]. It consists of connected grid net-
work management server (CG-NMS), connected grid field area
router (CGR), and connected grid mesh network (CG-Mesh)
software for smart grid endpoints. FAN is based on IPv6 and
uses IEEE 802.15.4g/e at the PHY and MAC layer to form an
LLN. Above the link layer, it uses 6LoWPAN, RPL, and IPv6 to
provide internetworking support for smart metering endpoints,
end-to-end UDP/TCP communication at the transport layer, and
coAP simple management protocol (CSMP) for network man-
agement. Cisco’s CG-Mesh system provides initial evidencethat
the use of IPv6 over RPL/6LoWPAN in an IEEE 802.15.4 net-
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work may be feasible in large scale LLNs. It is also part of
growing industry effort that invests in LLN solutions to facili-
tate IoT.

There have been a number of performance evaluation stud-
ies on RPL [2], [13]–[16] and light-weight embedded IPv6
stack [17]–[19] in LLNs. However, there has not been an ex-
perimental study of TCP over RPL in a multihop1 LLN network
with IEEE 802.15.4 links. It is well known that TCP’s conges-
tion control mechanism performs poorly in wireless and lossy
environments and generates high overhead. This is the main rea-
son why TCP has not been tightly associated with LLN even
though it is the dominant transport protocol in today’s Internet.

However, effective support of TCP is essential for achieving
interoperability of the IP stack in LLNs, both for performance
and legacy compatibility reasons. In the latter, smart gridap-
plications support encapsulation of their protocols in TCP/IP,
and some protocols even define a dedicated mode of operation
over the TCP/IP (e.g., IEC 60870-5-104 variation of the IEC
60870-5-101 SCADA protocol) [20]. Not only because UDP
does not provide end-to-end reliability, but for compatibility rea-
sons, TCP is likely to continue to play a significant role in LLNs
as a part of IoT.

For the aforementioned reasons, it is important to experimen-
tally study the performance of TCP over RPL and reciprocally
RPL under TCP, and understand their interaction in multihop
LLNs. To facilitate meaningful measurement that advances our
understanding of how to engineer such systems, our study uses
a controlled LLN testbed where low-power embedded devices
run TCP over RPL internetworked by IPv6. Empirical results
and the insights obtained from our experiments will contribute
toward a better understanding of how to achieve a seamless In-
ternet of Things over LLNs.

The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We present a comprehensive measurement-based study on the

TCP over RPL performance in LLN using a multihop testbed
of 30 embedded sensor nodes. We perform experiments be-
tween a common Linux TCP host and multiple embedded
TCP hosts, and show how design choices made in embedded
TCP influences the results differently from using two com-
mon TCP hosts, and also differently depending on the flow
direction. We analyze the reasons for the differences, and re-
veal that TCP incurs significant throughput unfairness among
nodes in multihop LLNs. These results are aimed at explain-
ing why TCP over RPL had unsatisfactory performance in
smart grid domain.

• We investigate how RPL interoperates with the transport layer
protocols, i.e., whether TCP influences the behavior of RPL
differently from UDP. Our findings indicate that although
there are no significant differences in terms of routing parent
changes or RPL control overhead, RPL’s inability to consider
traffic load balancing may adversely affect the performanceof
TCP.

• We identified several implementation details problematic in
the latest implementations of RPL and TCP for embedded de-

1There is one known study that uses multihop in a single line topology and ex-
periments a single stream of traffic. We distinguish our workfrom that since we
use multihop tree topology with 30 concurrent streams of traffic. Furthermore,
that work did not employ RPL routing.

vices, and rectified them in order to focus our work on the
high-level characteristics of embedded TCP and RPL. More-
over, we summarized the distinct characteristics of embedded
TCP compared to common Linux TCP.

• Based on the observed results, we introduce some research
challenges to improve the performance of TCP over RPL in
multihop LLNs.

II. RELATED WORK

A number of works have investigated the performance of
RPL [9] on IEEE 802.15.4 network in various network configu-
rations. Koet al. experimentally evaluated the performance of
RPL and 6LoWPAN using TinyRPL and BLIP implementations
in TinyOS [13]. They have shown that performance is similar to
CTP (collection tree protocol), the de facto data collection pro-
tocol in TinyOS, while having the benefits of an IPv6-based ar-
chitecture. They also evaluated the performance of ContikiRPL
and TinyRPL over uIPv6 and BLIP, respectively [21]. In wire-
less sensor networks where Contiki and TinyOS are the popular
underlying operating systems, they showed that the two embed-
ded IP stack implementations are interoperable but parameter
selection and implementation details can have significant effect
on the performance of a network consisting of both implemen-
tations. However, both of these works neglected TCP in their
evaluations.

Kermajaniet al. presented simulation results on the network
convergence process of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 multihop net-
works and investigated improvements and trade-offs [22]. Her-
berget al. compared the RPL protocol with 6LoWPAN ad hoc
on-demand distance vector routing (LOAD) using NS-2 simu-
lation [15]. They showed that LOAD may incur less overhead
than RPL if the traffic pattern is bi-directional. Clausenet al.
provided a critical evaluation of RPL with respect to limitations
and trade-offs, and proposed suggestions for improvements[14].
What is lacking in these works is a measurement-based evalua-
tion of embedded TCP over RPL in a multihop LLN testbed that
incorporates system properties such as wireless interference and
protocol overhead.

RPL has drawn significant attention in the smart grid domain
and several works have studied the applicability and perfor-
mance of RPL in this context [3]. Ancillottiet al. presented an
overview of the role of RPL for smart grid communication and
studied ContikiRPL performance using Cooja simulation [2].
More recently, Ancillottiet al. proposed a cross-layering design
for RPL, which provides enhanced link estimation and efficient
management of neighbor tables [23]. They used AMI as a case
study and employed Cooja emulator to evaluate their proposal.
Wanget al. discussed the use of RPL for AMI in smart grid and
compared RPL with AODV routing using NS-2 simulation [24].
Bressanet al. discussed the deployment of a smart monitoring
system using LLNs and performed RPL simulations for a smart
grid scenario [25]. Although these works provide good overview
of how RPL is applicable to the smart grid, they are simulation
studies and do not provide evidence of protocol behavior on real
devices. Gungoret al. measured IEEE 802.15.4 link quality in
real power grid environments and discussed associated opportu-
nities and challenges [12]. However, this was only for the link
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Fig. 1. Example scenario of IoT LLN connected to the Internetvia LBR.

layer and did not discuss RPL nor TCP.
Duquennoyet al. presented TCP experiment results on LLN

on top of the novel‘burst forwarding’ scheme that they propose
to enhance the data throughput [26]. However, it has a few major
differences from our work. First, this work runs TCP between
two PC hosts using PC–LLN–PC topology. Thus, both the TCP
sender and the receiver were common full-scale TCP, not em-
bedded TCP, tunneled over LLN using their proposed burst for-
warding scheme. Furthermore, the LLN setup was in a single
line topology testing a single stream of data. Lastly, thereis no
mention about what routing protocol is used in the LLN or how
the routing topology was constructed. In contrast, our workuses
embedded TCP on one side of the connection, uses multihop tree
topology with possibly multiple children nodes per parent,and
tests 30 streams of data (one stream per node) simultaneously.
Furthermore, our intention is to investigate the behavior and in-
fluence (or lack thereof) between RPL and embedded TCP when
they are used together.

Additionally, the works in [27] and [28] have used TCP/IP in
LLNs for web services. Altmannet al. investigated the use of
embedded web services in smart metering applications (includ-
ing single node TCP experiment for web) [29]. These works,
among a few, are examples of TCP being used in LLN. However,
they used IPv4 or tested only a single node, and did not eval-
uate TCP over IPv6/RPL/6LoWPAN in a multihop LLN. Re-
cently, Dunkelset al. evaluated the performance of low-power
IPv6 for IoT using the Contiki OS [19]. They discussed the per-
formance of RPL, ContikiMAC, and RESTful data acquisition
with HTTP over TCP. However, TCP evaluation was performed
only through simulations with seven nodes in a linear topology
and single stream of data. In contrast, we evaluate TCP over
RPL performance in a 30 node multihop LLN testbed with 30
concurrent streams of data.

III. METHODOLOGY

Consider an IoT LLN system as depicted in Fig. 1 where
thousands of LLN endpoints form a mesh network rooted at
an LBR. The LBR connects the LLN to a server in wide area
network (WAN) which can be the Internet or private IP-based
intranet [30]. LLN endpoints communicate with each other
through IEEE 802.15.4 links and use RPL to construct routes to-
wards the LBR. At the network and transport layers, endpoints
use TCP/IPv6 to communicate with the server. Traffic flows in

Fig. 2. Testbed topology map with snapshot of routing path given by RPL.

both directions, upstream from LLN endpoints to the server and
downstream from the server to LLN endpoints.

A. Experimental Setup

We configured a testbed environment as depicted in Fig. 2
where 30 LLN endpoints, one LBR (marked with the star),
and one server are deployed in an office environment [31]. The
server is a Linux desktop PC which uses a common Linux
TCP/IP stack. The LBR uses theppprouter stack in TinyOS, and
exchanges IPv6 packets with the server through UART and with
LLN nodes through IEEE 802.15.4 links. Each LLN node is a
TelosB [32] clone device with an MSP430 microcontroller and
a CC2420 radio, and uses an embedded TCP/IP (TinyOS BLIP)
stack. Each node uses a transmission power of−22 dBm with
antenna gain of 5dB which forms a 5-hop testbed network with
RPL. Each node employs CSMA and a FIFO transmit queue size
of 10 packets. An important point to note is that this study mea-
sures data delivery performance between embedded TCP end-
hosts and a common Linux TCP endhost which can be located
anywhere on the Internet.

Using the above hardware and software setup, we make all 30
nodes generate 10–60 data packets per minute (ppm)per node
concurrently. That is traffic load of 5–30 data packets per second
for the LBR2. Although typical LLN applications generate low
rate data, workloads produced by large scale applications such
as smart grid can lead to congested resources. For example, in
a network consisting of 5,000 nodes as in Cisco’s CG-Mesh de-
ployment, each node generates a packet every 10–15 min, which
corresponds to the similar traffic load at the bottleneck LBRin
our test environments. We focus on the performance of routing
and transport layers, and thus conduct the experiments during
night time to avoid interference from daily activities of office
occupants (i.e., static environments).

Finally, each LLN node is connected to a PC via USB and
sends log messages to the PC through UART back-channel. We
gather the log messages from each PC through ethernet back-
channel, obtaining various performance measurements and real-
time operation status. The UART and ethernet back-channelsare
only for debugging and statistics gathering, and are not used for
data communication between nodes.

2This is close to the limit considering the multihop effect where a relay node
cannot send and receive at the same time, and the nodes two-hops apart cannot
successfully deliver packets at the same time due to collision.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Handshake process for connection setup in BLIP TCP: (a) Normal
operation and (b) abnormal operation whenSYN packet is lost.

B. Identifying and Rectifying problems in BLIP and TinyRPL

TinyOS, the embedded software in our experiments, is a
popular open source OS for LLN endpoints [33]. BLIP and
TinyRPL are respectively an IPv6 stack (including TCP and
6LoWPAN) and an implementation of RPL in TinyOS [21]. Pre-
liminary experiments with BLIP and TinyRPL resulted in per-
formance that was significantly worse than anticipated based on
prior work (see Section II). After further investigation ofthe
IPv6 stack in TinyOS 2.1.2 (latest version), we found that at
least three implementation details were problematic.

The first two problems are in the TCP implementation of
BLIP. TCP in BLIP has a periodic timer of 0.5 seconds which
controls the (re)transmission at the TCP sender. Transmission
and retransmission are both processed via the same function
which is triggered by the transmission timer expiration andin-
crements the retransmission counter in the TCP. This results in
BLIP TCP increasing the retransmission counter not only for
retransmissions but also for first transmissions.

However, BLIP TCP does not reinitialize the retransmission
counter even when an ACK is received, which prompts the
sender to respond as if there were repeated transmission failures
before the current transmission attempt. The sender closesthe
end-to-end connection when the retransmission counter reaches
6, and thus the BLIP TCPalways closes the connection every
six transmissions (including retransmissions) after opening the
connection. We fixed the problem by re-initializing the retrans-
mission counter whenever an ACK is received for a transmitted
data packet.

The second problem is in the connection establishment pro-
cess of TCP in BLIP. It uses the same handshaking process as
regular TCP for setting up a connection between two hosts as de-
picted in Fig. 3(a). A client initiates the connection by transmit-
ting aSYN packet to the server with a predefined sequence num-
berA andACK number0. After receiving theSYNACK from the
server, which has a random sequence numberB andACK num-
berA + 1, the client transmits anACK for the SYNACK with
sequence numberA + 1 andACK numberB + 1, and finishes
the handshake process.

BLIP TCP, however, increases the sequence number by one
(i.e.,A toA+1) at the client when transmitting theSYN packet
(before receiving aSYNACK). The hasty increment of the se-

quence number causes a problem whenSYN packet delivery fails
as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The client retransmits theSYN packet
with the incremented sequence numberA + 1 and receives the
SYNACK with ACK numberA+ 2. Since the client has already
finished increasing the sequence number, it sends theACK to the
server without updating it intoA + 2, which results in connec-
tion failure due to server misbehavior. We empirically observed
thatSYN loss is not negligible in LLNs, especially when a client
node has a large hop distance from the LBR. To resolve this is-
sue of sequence number mismatch, we decrease the sequence
number to its previous value when a client node retransmits the
SYN packet.

The third problem is in TinyRPL. In RPL, each node sends
a destination advertisement object (DAO) message towards the
root periodically3 and also when its upstream route has changed.
TinyRPL implements the “storing mode” of RPL, and thus each
node sets up a downstream route to the DAO sender and adds it
to the routing table whenever receiving a DAO message. Each
entry in the downstream routing table is removed when no DAO
is received from the destination of the entry for a certain timeout
period (20 minutes by default). To this end, TinyRPL uses a
timeout counter calledRemoveTimerfor each downstream route
entry.

However, it does not reinitializeRemoveTimerof each entry
even when a corresponding DAO message is received. Thus, a
new downstream route entry has a fixed lifetime, and a node suf-
fers from the absence of a downstream route between the time-
out removal and the reception of next DAO message. We were
alerted to this problem in experiments by observing very poor
downstream delivery performance. We fixed the problem by re-
initializing RemoveTimerat every reception of an updated DAO
message. The experiments and measurement results reportedbe-
low were obtained after correcting the three problems in order
to focus our work on the high-level characteristics of embedded
TCP and RPL rather than their current implementation.

As a final note, we would like to emphasize that these prob-
lems have not been reported before in the literature (even though
these implementations are 2 years or older and there have been
numerous related works using these implementations). Prior
works have not found these problems since they have tested TCP
and RPL in either small networks (e.g. single hop or single line
topology) where packet losses and timeouts were infrequent, or
in simulation studies only. Thus, it is one of our contributions to
identify and report the problems in a widely used open source
OS in LLN.

IV. UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCES OF
EMBEDDED LIGHTWEIGHT TCP

BLIP TCP is a lightweight version of the common Linux TCP
that respects the hardware limitations of embedded sensor nodes
under the assumption of low traffic load. Although it is equipped
with the fundamental functions of the standard TCP for inter-
connection and interoperability, BLIP TCP has three major dif-
ferences compared to a common implementation, which are dis-
cussed below.

3Depending on the implementation, it can be pseudo-periodic. The RPL stan-
dard RFC6550 does not mandate the transmission timing of DAOmessages.
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Fig. 4. IPv6 and link layer performance of each node: (a) Linklayer ETX and
(b) packets lost at queue.

1) Limited congestion control: One of the main functions of
TCP is congestion control which has evolved over three decades
and produced several flavors (e.g. CUBIC [34] and CTCP [35]).
BLIP TCP has basic congestion control mechanisms such as
slow-start, congestion avoidance, and fast retransmission. How-
ever, it cannot use them except for fast retransmission since
it transmits all data in the buffer once the transmission timer
fires. This transmission strategy has been designed based onthe
assumption that LLN is used in low rate traffic environments,
which is no longer valid in large scale applications such as smart
grids due to large number of nodes.

2) No receive buffering: Linux TCP has sufficient receive
buffer to guarantee in-order packet delivery. However, BLIP
TCP does not have it due to memory limitation in low cost
platforms, and sets the receive windowrwnd to one maxi-
mum segment size (MSS). The limitedrwnd incurs low down-
stream throughput in two ways. Since the number of TCP
packets that can be transmitted without being acknowledged
is min(cwnd, rwnd) wherecwnd denotes the congestion win-
dow, a Linux TCP host can transmit at most one TCP packet at
a time to a BLIP TCP host. Furthermore, Linux TCP host con-
tinuously fragments a payload to minimum size (8 bytes) since
it detects that the receive buffer of embedded TCP host is full,
incurring more transmission overhead.

3) Fixed RTO: Another main feature of TCP is reliable data
transmission based on end-to-end retransmissions. Linux TCP
provides two different retransmission schemes: retransmission
after RTO and fast retransmission. A TCP sender triggers fast
retransmission when it receives 3 duplicate ACKs, and RTO re-
transmission when it does not receive an ACK until the RTO
timer expires. Linux TCP adapts the RTO by incorporating net-
work state (i.e.,RTO = RTT + 4·RTTDEV) and doubles it
when timeout actually happens (i.e., binary exponential back-
off) such that retransmissions happen less aggressively incon-
gested environments. Although BLIP TCP provides fast retrans-
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Fig. 5. Application layer performance of each node: (a) End-to-end loss rate
using UDP and (b) achieved throughput.

mission similarly to Linux TCP, it uses a constant RTO value
(3 seconds by default), resulting in constant rate retransmis-
sions. This may aggravate congestion under heavy load while
under-utilizing a network under light load. In Section V, wewill
show that throughput performance of the TCP upstream signifi-
cantly varies with the RTO value.

Other implementation – uIP: Although we have not experi-
mented with the counterpart TCP/IPv6 implementation in the
Contiki OS, calleduIP, we believe its implementation follows
a similar approach, if not identical, as gleaned by the descrip-
tion in [18]. Specifically, it is stated thatuIP uses a single global
buffer for holding packets and advertises a very small receiver
window such that only a single un-acknowledged TCP segment
is in flight per connection. For outgoing traffic,uIP does not
queue data for retransmissions. Instead, the application is re-
sponsible for reproducing the data when a retransmission isnec-
essary, checking the number of available bytes in the send win-
dow, and adjusting the number of bytes to send accordingly. If
no buffer space is available, the application has to defer trans-
mission and wait. Since only one in-flight TCP segment per con-
nection is allowed, there is no congestion control mechanism
necessary. All of these descriptions are identical to BLIP.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In this section, we first present our measurement results ob-
tained from runningTCP over RPL on a multihop LLN testbed
under various scenarios, and then, introduce some researchchal-
lenges for performance enhancement.

A. IPv6 and Link Layer Performance

We first present link and IPv6 layer performance when us-
ing RPL in our testbed environment. Fig. 4(a) plots link layer
ETX of each node with varying packet arrival rate. We can see
that link layer ETX is sufficiently low for all nodes regardless of
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Fig. 6. Packet arrival rate vs. Normalized TCP transmissionoverhead: (a) TCP
layer ETX and (b) total TCP overhead.

transport protocol and traffic load. This shows that RPL allows
each node to have a parent node with good link quality in our
testbed environment independent from whether TCP or UDP is
used. Furthermore, UDP downstream has the worst link ETX
among the four cases because RPL selects its parent based on
uplink ETX but there are insufficient amount of upstream traf-
fic to accurately measure ETX. Whereas, TCP downstream has
sufficient upstream ACK traffic for that purpose.

Fig. 4(b) plots the number of packets dropped at the node
queues (except LBR) in the IPv6 layer with varying arrival rate.
It shows that queue losses are negligible at all cases despite high
traffic load. Moreover, TCP upstream experiences higher queue
loss rate than TCP downstream due to the different RTO strat-
egy employed by the embedded TCP and the Linux TCP. Em-
bedded TCP uses a fixed RTO which incurs relatively more ag-
gressive retransmissions under heavy congestion. On the other
hand, Linux TCP adaptively increases RTO for nodes that are
farther away from the LBR or experiencing more packet losses,
resulting in slowdown of the downstream traffic.

Fig. 5(a) plots the end-to-end packet loss ratio with varying
packet arrival rates when using UDP over RPL4. First, we ob-
serve that all nodes experience negligible loss ratio at light load,
thanks to the reliable parent selection of RPL. As the trafficload
is increased, uplink loss ratio remains low while downstream
loss ratio gradually increases. Furthermore, all nodes experience
similar level of packet loss at heavy downstream load. This be-
havior, which does not align with the low link layer ETX and
low queue loss rate results as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) re-
spectively, stems from LBR queue overflow. It is because wired
link (PC from/to LBR) delivers packets at a higher rate than
what the wireless link (LBR from/to LLN node) can accommo-
date given the contention in the medium.

B. TCP (Re)transmission Overhead

In this subsection we investigate how embedded TCP behaves
differently from Linux TCP and how that impacts the upstream
and downstream performance of TCP in LLN. Fig. 6(a) plots
the ETX at the TCP layer with varying traffic load. We define
TCP ETX as the total number of end-to-end transmissions (in-
cluding retransmissions) that the TCP sender host has made for
each data packet. TCP layer ETX of downstream case is higher
than upstream case at light load. This is because the RTO value
of Linux TCP sender is very small due to small average RTT
at light load. Thus, Linux TCP can trigger end-to-end retrans-
mission even for a packet successfully delivered when RTT is

4TCP provides perfect PRR for all nodes due to end to end retransmission.
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Fig. 7. Hop distance vs. achieve throughput for each node at heavy load: (a)
Downstream and (b) upstream.

relatively large for that particular packet. On the other hand,
embedded TCP retransmits a packet only when it is lost since
the RTT of a successful packet delivery is sufficiently smaller
than the fixed RTO (i.e., 3 seconds) in our network. However, at
heavy load, embedded TCP triggers end-to-end retransmissions
more aggressively than Linux TCP since it does not adapt the
RTO even when RTT increases significantly. This is the reason
for higher queue losses in Fig. 4(b).

As aforementioned in Section IV, Linux TCP suffers from an-
other overhead when interoperating with embedded TCP due to
extremely smallrwnd (= 1). Since receive buffer of embedded
TCP host is always full, Linux TCP host fragments a packet into
the smallest size (i.e., 8 bytes) when it detects large RTT. Thus,
Linux TCP has larger number of packets to be transmitted than
arrived ones, increasing the transmission overhead as shown in
Fig. 6(b) which plots the total TCP transmission overhead (in-
cluding retransmission and fragmentation) compared to arrived
packets.

C. Achieved Throughput

Next, we compare the throughput achieved by TCP and UDP
over RPL in multihop LLN with tree topology. Fig. 5(b) presents
achieved throughput of TCP and UDP for each of 30 nodes with
varying packet arrival rate. We first observe that UDP through-
put is a direct function of end-to-end packet loss ratio given in
Fig. 5(a). Furthermore, UDP provides fair throughput for all
nodes even at heavy load. This is due to the fact that RPL al-
lows each node to have a parent with good link quality and the
LBR is the traffic bottleneck at heavy load.

On the other hand, TCP provides lower throughput than UDP
as traffic load increases. This is because TCP has extra overhead
caused by ACK transmissions. Moreover, packet loss (including
ACK loss) or large RTT induces TCP to spend idle time waiting
for ACKs. Also, TCP upstream case achieves higher throughput
than TCP downstream case. This again comes from the RTO
control strategy and limited receive buffer size of embedded
TCP. Aggressive retransmission of embedded TCP due to fixed
RTO incurs better throughput performance, whereas Linux TCP
can make a node suffer significantly from starvation due to bi-
nary exponential backoff when transmissions fail consecutively.
Moreover, limited receiver buffer size of embedded TCP incurs
inefficient fragmentations in Linux TCP.

Furthermore, unlike UDP, throughput varies significantly
among nodes when using TCP. To analyze the details, we
use Fig. 7 which plots achieved throughput of each node with
respect to the average hop distance when traffic load is 60
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Fig. 8. Average RTT for each node at TCP downstream case: (a) Vs. packet
arrival rate and (b) vs. hop distance.

ppm/node. When using TCP, throughput reduces as hop distance
increases for both upstream and downstream case. Figs. 8(a)and
8(b) plot average RTT for each node at TCP downstream case
versus packet arrival rate and hop distance, respectively5. They
show that RTT also varies among nodes according to hop dis-
tance.

Now we analyze the reason of the throughput unfairness and
the relationship between latency and throughput unfairness. In
fact, the latency unfairness in a multihop network is unques-
tionable since physical and topological distances differ between
nodes. However, why does the latency unfairness cause the
throughput unfairness? It is well known that TCP can provide
high throughput even when it experiences large RTT thanks to
its congestion control mechanism, and thus throughput and RTT
are not strongly correlated to each other. However, we reveal
that using embedded TCP for LLN endpoints is what creates the
correlation between RTT and throughput in multihop LLN. In
upstream cases, limited congestion control of embedded TCP
translates RTT unfairness to throughput unfairness even though
Linux TCP has enoughrwnd. In downstream cases, extremely
limited rwnd (i.e., no receiver buffer) of embedded TCP inval-
idates the congestion control mechanism of common TCP and
does not allow a common TCP host to transmit a new packet
before receiving an ACK for the previous packet. Thus, con-
ventional embedded TCP cannot provide fairness in multihop
LLNs although RPL provides a reasonable bi-directional route
for each node.

D. RPL Operation under TCP

In this subsection, we investigate the mutual influence be-
tween RPL and TCP. To minimize the influence of the underly-
ing routing layer (RPL) as well as the link layer (IEEE 802.15.4)
to the TCP vs. UDP comparison, we have used the same testbed,
ran experiments at similar times of day, and made the software
identical except the TCP and UDP part. However, the differ-
ent characteristics of TCP and UDP may in reverse influence
the link layer ETX especially due to the added ACK traffic. If
added traffic of TCP influences RPL to make parent changes,
which will result in more RPL DIO and RPL DAO traffic, which
will in turn influence the performance of TCP again. This mu-
tual influence between TCP and RPL is one of the goals that our
work aimed to investigate.

Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) plot the average RPL control packet over-
head and the average RPL parent change frequency of a node
with varying packet arrival rate, respectively. Our results show

5Downstream RTT is measured at PC server using wireshark.
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Fig. 9. Performance of RPL under TCP per node: (a) Control packet overhead
and (b) number of parent changes.

that there is no significant difference in the number of parent
changes between TCP and UDP, resulting in no significant dif-
ference in the number of RPL DIO and RPL DAO traffic. Con-
sidering the results in Fig. 4(a), link capacity is sufficient to de-
liver the considered traffic load in our experiments, and thus,
RPL does not have to trigger parent changes to deal with added
traffic from TCP. Thus we believe that the influence from the
RPL protocol to the observed inadequacies in previous sections
is minimal, and the observed problems are really coming from
TCP implementations and flow control operations.

E. Research Challenges

Through the findings from the experiments, we introduce
some research challenges which exist in the current state-of-the-
art embedded TCP/IPv6/RPL implementations.

RPL research:
Routing topology constructed by RPL has a critical effect on

the transport protocol performance. However, we have found
that RPL does not change the topology even when traffic load
increases since link ETX remains low regardless of the traffic.
In other words, RPL does not consider traffic load while con-
structing routes, and traffic load does not impact ETX enough
to let nodes change routes in response to congestion. Moreover,
low cost embedded devices in LLNs have much smaller queue
size than other communication devices for WiFi or LTE due to
limited memory, and thus suffer significantly from queue losses.

To verify the problem, we make another topology where
node 3 in Fig. 2 is the LBR and node transmission power is
−17 dBm. RPL constructs 7 hop network in the new topol-
ogy. Fig. 10 plots achieved throughput of each node with re-
spect to its average hop distance from the LBR when packet ar-
rival rate is 60 ppm/node. Compared to the results in Fig. 7, we
observe that UDP throughput is significantly degraded and TCP
throughput becomes even unfairer among nodes. This is because
some nodes experience severe queue losses and causes through-
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Fig. 10. Hop distance vs. achieve throughput for each node atheavy load
(different topology): (a) Downstream and (b) upstream.
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Fig. 11. RTO vs. TCP performance for each node in upstream case: (a)
Achieved throughput and (b) TCP layer ETX.

put starvation for their children nodes. However, a starving RPL
node cannot escape from the congested parent node since it still
has good link quality with that parent. Thus, RPL has load bal-
ancing problem at heavy load, and it needs to be improved to
take traffic load (i.e., upper layer behavior) into consideration
while constructing routes for a large scale (or heavy traffic) ap-
plications such as smart grid [36].

TCP research:
Design of TCP, which can alleviate the throughput unfair-

ness problem in LLN while maintaining the end-to-end stan-
dard compatibility, is an interesting research topic. To this end,
in the upstream case, design of a lightweight congestion control
mechanism can be considered since Linux TCP has very large
rwnd. In the downstream case, a smart LBR can be designed to
enhance performance without changing the common Linux TCP
for interoperability. For example, we may add a new layer above
IP layers within LBR, which buffers packets to control RTT of
each node and allows the server to experience similar RTT at the
TCP layer, both among nodes and across traffic load variations.
This can mitigate the effect of highly variable RTT, and alsothe
inefficient packet fragmentation due to smallrwnd of embed-
ded TCP. Moreover, if an lightweight reordering scheme can be
implemented at the receive buffer of the low cost embedded de-
vices, downlink congestion control can also be considered.

As a short case study, Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) plot the achieved
throughput and TCP ETX of each node, respectively, in TCP up-
stream case with varying constant RTO of embedded TCP. We
can see that use of too small RTO increases TCP ETX due to
severe queue losses and thus reduces throughput. Large RTO
also causes throughput degradation due to waste of time waiting
for retransmission timeout. Based on this observation, it may be
possible to devise a new mechanism which allows each node
to adaptively (and collaboratively) optimize their RTOs accord-
ing to the operation environment to improve throughput while
maintaining fairness among nodes.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper presents a comprehensive measurement study of
TCP over RPL in an IPv6 and IEEE 802.15.4-based LLN.
Specifically, we measure the performance through testbed ex-
periments where acommon Linux TCP host exchange data with
multiple embedded TCP hosts through an LLN ofmultihop tree
topology constructed byRPL. Our results confirm that although
it is feasible to use TCP over RPL in LLN, TCP sacrifices signif-
icant throughput to maintain its reliability. Furthermore, current
design of embedded TCP incurs throughput unfairness among
nodes. More importantly, although TCP does not alter the oper-
ations of RPL in terms of routing overhead or parent changes,
TCP suffers from unfairness and starvation depending on the
tree topology constructed by RPL. The unfairness problem is
critical since the most poorly performing node defines the min-
imum performance achieved by the network and whether it is
able to meet application requirements. We have also identified
some problems in the implementation of RPL and embedded
IPv6 stack in TinyOS which will help future users of the proto-
cols when deploying their network. The findings and contribu-
tions of this work provide an understanding of the performance
trade-offs of using embedded TCP over RPL in an IPv6-based
LLN and also research challenges to achieve feasible interoper-
ation between TCP and RPL in LLNs.
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